
Curriculum Overview
In the EIF, Ofsted set out a conception of a quality curriculum, understanding that curriculum is different from pedagogy. This is based on both
the Ofsted review of existing research and their own curriculum research programme. Ofsted define progress in curricular terms as knowing
more and remembering more, so a curriculum needs to carefully plan for that progress by considering the building blocks and
sequence in each subject. Curriculum is about what teachers teach and when, and what pupils learn.

Subject overview: Law

Curriculum Intent:

“A curriculum that is ambitious and designed to give all pupils, particularly disadvantaged pupils and including pupils with SEND, the knowledge and
cultural capital they need to succeed in life”

In Law we aim to develop students’ knowledge and understanding of the English legal system and areas of both private and public law within the law of
England and Wales. This includes

● an understanding of legal method and reasoning as used by lawyers and the judiciary
● developing and apply the techniques of legal method and reasoning to analyse and offer answers to problems, based on legal principles, legislation

and case law
● developing the ability to construct conclusions and communicate legal arguments by reference to appropriate legal authorities •
● developing the ability to communicate persuasive legal arguments by reference to appropriate legal authorities •
● demonstrating critical awareness of the influence and operation of the law in society

This will enable them to develop and apply the techniques of legal method and reasoning to analyse and offer answers to legal problems, based on legal rules
and principles and develop the ability to construct and communicate legal arguments by reference to appropriate legal authorities.

The A Level in Law also develops learners’ knowledge of law through advanced study of an additional legal subject – human rights law. Students further
develop their critical awareness of the law through the study of the nature of law.

“The curriculum is coherently planned and sequenced towards cumulatively sufficient knowledge and skills for future learning and employment.”

The curriculum in Law provides a smooth pathway for the study of law or related courses in higher education. Students’’ knowledge of law is advanced
through the study of an additional legal subject – human rights law. Students further develop a their critical awareness of the law through the study of the
nature of law.  Students are also taught how to construct clear, concise and logical legal arguments which are substantiated by legal authority, using



appropriate legal terminology.
However, the curriculum is also planned so students can progress to university or a higher level apprenticeship in a number of different fields. Students are
taught how to construct a persuasive argument including instances where they have recognised that there are no clear legal precedents or conflicting
precedents to solve a problem, developing creative and critical thinking skills. Equally, they are taught critical evaluation skills by identifying different
perspectives, being able to support their identification of the strongest viewpoint and demonstrating the ability to counter alternative viewpoints.
In addition, partnerships have been developed with two large London Law firms, which enable students to gain work placements that further enhance their
ability to progress, either on to a Law degree or on to another field of study or employment.

“The curriculum is successfully adapted, designed or developed to be ambitious and meet the needs of pupils with SEND, developing their knowledge,
skills and abilities to apply what they know and can do with increasing fluency and independence”

In Law we are fully inclusive. We use a range of strategies for SEND students to be able to access and progress through the full curriculum. All students in
class are taught the full curriculum. Specific strategies are shown below.

Curriculum Planning:

Year: 12 Aut Spr Sum

Students’ starting point GCSE English (at least to grade
5)

Students must have a good
grasp on criminal liability and
criminal offences

Students must have a good
understanding of the English
Legal System

Big concepts to learn CRIMINAL LIABILITY
● Mens Rea
● Actus Reus
● Causation

OFFENCES AGAINST THE
PERSON

● Common Assault
● Assault occasioning

actual bodily harm
● Grievous bodily harm

OFFENCES AGAINST
PROPERTY

ENGLISH LEGAL SYSTEM

CIVIL COURTS & ADR
● County Court & High

Court
● Appeals and appellate

courts
● Tribunals & Alternative

Dispute Resolution
● Online courts & online

dispute resolution
● Evaluation of the civil

courts

STATUTORY INTERPRETATION

● Rules of statutory
interpretation: the literal
rule, the golden rule and
the mischief rule

● The purposive approach
● Intrinsic and extrinsic aids

to interpretation
● Impact of European

Union Law and the
Human Rights Act 1998
on statutory interpretation



● Theft
● Robbery
● Burglary

CRIMINAL COURTS & LAY
PEOPLE

● Jurisdiction of the
Magistrates & Crown
Courts

● Pre-trial procedures
● Appeals and appellate

courts
● Sentencing and court

powers
● Lay magistrates and

juries and their role in
criminal cases

● Evaluation of different
types of sentences and
use of lay people

LEGAL PERSONNEL
● The role of barristers,

solicitors and legal
executives. The
qualifications, training,
work and regulations

● The judiciary. The
qualifications,
appointment, selection,
role, retirement and
removal

● The separation of powers
and the independence of
the judiciary

● Evaluation of legal
professions and the
judiciary

ACCESS TO JUSTICE
● Government funding for

civil and criminal cases

● Advantages and
disadvantages of the
different rules and
approaches to statutory
interpretation

JUDICIAL PRECEDENT

● The Doctrine of
Precedent including stare
decisis, ratio decidendi
and obiter dicta

● The hierarchy of the
courts including the
Supreme Court

● Binding, persuasive and
original precedent;
overruling; reversing;
distinguishing

● Advantages and
disadvantages of
precedent

LAW REFORM

● Influences on Law Making
such as political
influence, the media, the
Law Commission

● Law reform by the Law
Commission

● Advantages and
disadvantages of law
reform

FATAL OFFENCES



● Private funding,
conditional fees, other
agencies

● Evaluation of access to
justice

LAW MAKING

PARLIAMENTARY LAW
MAKING

● Legislative process –
Green and White Papers,
different types of Bill,
legislative stages in the
House of Commons and
the House of Lords, and
the role of the Crown

● Advantages and
disadvantages of the
legislative process

DELEGATED LEGISLATION

● Types of delegated
legislation: Orders in
Council, Statutory
Instruments and By-laws

● Controls on delegated
legislation by Parliament
and the courts, and their
effectiveness

● Reasons for the use of
delegated legislation

● Advantages and
disadvantages  of
delegated legislation

● Murder: actus reus and
mens rea

● Voluntary manslaughter:
defences of loss of
control and diminished
responsibility under
Coroners and Justice Act
2009

● Involuntary manslaughter:
unlawful act
manslaughter and gross
negligence manslaughter

DEFENCES

● Mental Capacity
Defences: Insanity,
automatism, intoxication

● General Defences:
Self-defence, duress by
threats, duress of
circumstances and
necessity  Consent



Hierarchy and sequence of
constellation knowledge
(what will be taught and when)
Include progress tasks

Criminal Liability - Students must
understand how liability is
determined within criminal
offences as a foundation for their
criminal knowledge.

Progress task - Liability
scenario

Common assault - Students link
this to their prior learning of
criminal liability and should be
able to identify the liability
elements within each offence

ABH - Students link this to their
prior learning of criminal liability
and should be able to identify the
liability elements within the
offence

Progress task - ABH scenario -
students should be able to
identify the subtle differences
between both offences

GBH - Students link this to their
prior learning of criminal liability
and non-fatal offences and
should be able to identify the
liability elements within each
offence

Progress task - Evaluation of
non-fatal offences

Civil disputes & ADR - Students
must understand how civil
disputes are processed and the
requirement to seek alternative
ways to resolve the dispute as
court should be a last resort

Progress task - ADR scenario

Criminal courts & lay people -
Students must understand the
role lay people play in the
criminal court system. Students
should have knowledge of the
selection process, qualifications
and training that is required for
these roles. Students will be able
to link this to their prior learning
of offences

Progress task - Lay persons
evaluation

Legal Personnel - Students
should know the roles involved
and the training that goes into the
various legal personnel roles.
Students will be able to explain
the work they do. Students
should be able to link this to their
prior learning of the court system
and offences.

Access to justice: Students will
be able to explain the different
types of funding available,

Law making - Students must
understand how laws are made
in and out of parliament, the
controls on law making and how
it is regulated, the influences on
law making and the role and
impact the European Union had
on British legislation

Progress task - Law making
evaluation

Fatal offences - Students must
develop an understanding of the
difference between murder and
manslaughter, the different
categories of manslaughter and
how the law is applied.

Progress task - Diminished
Responsibility and Gross
Negligence Manslaughter
scenario

Defences - Students must
develop an understanding of the
elements of each defence and
which defences can be used with
specific crimes and evaluate the
effectiveness of the defences

Progress task - Intoxication
and Self defence scenario



different ways legal advice can
be sought, and who can offer
legal advice.

Progress task: Legal
personnel and funding advice
scenario

Adaptations for SEND Writing frames and structures for
answers broken down into AO1 &
AO2 & AO3.

“Flipped Law” resource - video
explanations of the law &
supplementary worksheets

“Class answers” planned and
written jointly and structure
clearly highlighted

Writing frames and structures for
answers broken down into AO1 &
AO2  & AO3.

“Flipped Law” resource - video
explanations of the law &
supplementary worksheets

“Class answers” planned and
written jointly and structure
clearly highlighted

Writing frames and structures for
answers broken down into AO1 &
AO2  & AO3.

“Flipped Law” resource - video
explanations of the law &
supplementary worksheets

“Class answers” planned and
written jointly and structure
clearly highlighted

Opportunities to embed
Anti-racism

BHM lesson celebrating the
Criminal Law reform efforts of
black female barristers such as
Abimbola Johnson and Allison
Bailey.

Scenarios adjusted to make up
for over use by exam board of
culturally referenced names as
criminals

Scenarios adjusted to make up
for over use by exam board of
culturally referenced names as
criminals

Students are given the
opportunity to create ways to
promote the legal profession
within the BAME community

Scenarios adjusted to make up
for over use by exam board of
culturally referenced names as
criminals

Students are given the
opportunity to create ways to
promote the legal profession
within the BAME community

Opportunities to embed
Anti-sexism

Scenarios adjusted to ensure
female representation is not
always as the victim of a crime

Students to address lack of
female representation within
legal personnel field

Scenarios are created to address
the balance of the dominant
presence of males as
perpetrators of violent acts



against females

Opportunities to challenge
islamophobia and homophobia

Scenarios adjusted to ensure
Arabic names are not constantly
chosen as defendant’s in a
scenario.

Focus on changes in law to
reflect the LGBTQ+ community.
Students to reflect on the
importance allyship

Scenarios adjusted and created
to promote inclusion of muslim
victims of crime.

Opportunities to embed
academic text

Students will be provided with
case reports, law journal articles
to aid deepen their
understanding of cases and
embed their academic literacy
and key terminology.

Students will be provided with
case reports, law journals articles
to aid deepen their
understanding of law making and
the use of judicial precedent.

Students will be provided with
law journal articles to aid their
evaluation skills. Reading
academics critique and evaluate
the law can help to boost their
confidence in providing an
evaluation and model evaluative
writing skills.

Cultural Capital/Careers/Cross
Curricular links / SMSC

SMSC links through particular
cases such as R v Roberts.
Emphasis on sexual interactions
between males and females

Careers link with looks at legal
personnel. Students develop a
better understanding of the legal
careers that can be pursued and
the pathway to get there.

Students have the ability to look
at sociologist theories when
seeking to address the lack of
diversity within the legal
personnel field

SMSC and cross curricular links
made with sociology and
psychology by looking at the
moral aspect of murder and
available defences to crimes.
Students encouraged to have a
wider discussion on the violent
crime gender statistics.

Students end point
(inc. assessment focus Aut 2 &
Sum 2)

Introduction to English Legal
System

Return back to Criminal law End of year assessment

Year: 13 AUT - PAPER 1 AUT PAPER 3

Students’
starting point

Students have completed MOST of Paper 1 (Criminal
Law), so have a good grasp of the big concepts upon

Students must have completed most of Paper 1 and need a
good grasp of the following topics



which much of the knowledge of Criminal Law is based.
This includes:

● ACTUS REUS
● MENS REA
● CAUSATION
● PRINCIPLES of Law - including the ides of “justice”,

“fault”, etc
● OFFENCES AGAINST THE PERSON (fatal &

non-fatal)
● LIABILITY & PARTIAL DEFENCES TO MURDER
● COMMON LAW & STATUTE LAW - the different

ways law is formed

● Separation of powers
● Criminal liability
● Principles of Law - the idea of fairness and justice

Big concepts to
learn

● GENERAL DEFENCES & the link between this
TYPE OF DEFENCE & ACTUS REUS

● MENTAL CAPACITY DEFENCES & the link
between this type of defence & MENS REA

● How the way the law is formed influences its
application (COMMON LAW V STATUTE LAW)

RULES & THEORY
● Key principles underpinning Human rights law such

as universality, interdependence, dignity and
pluralism

● Constitutional theories which underpin Human Rights
law such as rule of law, democracy, separation of
powers

● Approaches to interpretation of law such as
balancing of rights, proportionality and margin of
appreciation

PROTECTION OF HUMAN RIGHTS
● The history of the European Convention of Human

Rights
● The impact of the human Rights Act 1998 -

understanding the impact it has had on domestic law

ARTICLE 5
● Understanding the key terms and provisions granted

under the Article
● Understanding the restrictions and limitations within

the Article
● Evaluation of Article 5

ARTICLE 6



● Understanding the key terms and provisions granted
under the Article

● Understanding the restrictions and limitations within
the Article

● Evaluation of Article 6

ARTICLE 8
● Understanding the key terms and provisions granted

under the Article
● Understanding the restrictions and limitations within

the Article
● Evaluation of Article 8

Hierarchy and
sequence of
constellation
knowledge
(what will be
taught and
when)
Include
progress tasks

GENERAL DEFENCES
● Duress - link to ACTUS REUS - no voluntariness of

the act if you have to do it “or else”.
○ PROGRESS TASK: DURESS SCENARIO

● Necessity - link to Duress but highlight the
similarities AND differences between DURESS OF
CIRCUMSTANCES & NECSSITY. Both are that you
are COMPELLED to act but NECESSITY is rarely
used to to implications in changing law

○ PROGRESS TASK: NECESSITY
SCENARIO

● Self Defence - links to Duress - you need to REPEL
an attack (similar to being threatened)

○ PROGRESS TASK: SELF DEFENCE
SCENARIO

● Consent - link to SELF DEFENCE & the concept of
the “lawful act”. If there is consent, it can make an
act lawful

○ PROGRESS TASK: CONSENT SCENARIO

MENTAL CAPACITY DEFENCES
● INSANITY - link to mens rea - no “intent” or

“recklessness” if no mental capacity

Rules & Theory - Students will be able to explain principles
and theories that have been key to the development of
Human Rights law. Students will be able to link their prior
learning on statutory interpretation to the ways Human
Rights law is interpreted.

Protection of Human Rights - Students will be able to
explain how human rights law has developed over time and
the events in history that acted as a catalyst for it’s
inception. Students will also be able to assess the impact
the introduction the Human Rights Act 1998 had on
domestic law

Progress task - Human Rights law impact evaluation
task

Article 5 - Students will be able to identify the rights to liberty
and security, how this is defined and protected under the
Article. Students will be clear on the legal restrictions
allowed under the Article and be able to evaluate the
effectiveness of the Article



○ PROGRESS TASK: INSANITY SCENARIO
● AUTOMATISM - link to INSANITY & make clear

distinction between the two - the use of EXTERNAL
FORCE to cause the “defect of reason”

○ PROGRESS TASK: AUTOMATISM
SCENARIO

● INTOXICATION - links made to intoxication through
AUTOMATISM as 3 rules as to when it can be used
while intoxicated.

○ PROGRESS TASK: INTOXICATION
SCENARIO

Progress task - Article 5 scenario

Article 6 - Students will be able to identify the rights to liberty
and security, how this is defined and protected under the
Article. Students will be clear on the legal restrictions
allowed under the Article and be able to evaluate the
effectiveness of the Article.

Progress task - Article 6 evaluation

Article 8 - Students will be able to identify the rights to liberty
and security, how this is defined and protected under the
Article. Students will be clear on the legal restrictions
allowed under the Article and be able to evaluate the
effectiveness of the Article.

Progress task - Article 8 scenario and evaluation

Adaptations for
SEND

Writing frames and structures for answers broken down
into AO1 & AO2 or AO1 & AO3.

Key case gap fill exercises for all AO1 tasks

“Class answers” written jointly and structure clearly
highlighted

“Flipped Law” resource - video explanations of the law &
supplementary worksheets

AB, MPB, MH - check students’ work and provide 1 to 1
explanations as necessary

Writing frames and structures for answers broken down into
AO1 & AO2  & AO3.

“Flipped Law” resource - video explanations of the law &
supplementary worksheets

“Class answers” planned and written jointly and structure
clearly highlighted

Opportunities to
embed
Anti-racism

BHM - celebrating contribution of black lawyers &
academics, including Kimberle Williams Crenshaw &
Baroness Scotland

Scenarios adjusted to make up for over use by exam board

Scenarios adjusted to make up for over use by exam board
of culturally referenced names as criminals

BHM - Looking at the positive black lawyers who
consistently fight for justice with a focus on Human Rights



of culturally referenced names as criminals!

Discussion of over representation of ethnic groups within
the criminal justice system and what this might mean about
the preconceptions / bias of judges when applying the law

violation cases.

Opportunities to
embed
Anti-sexism

Key cases on CONSENT - Olugboja, Slingsby & the “rough
sex” defence. Debayte on whether the law on consent is
effective in protecting women

Discussions on how Article 8 and the effects it has had on
family life and in particular women

Opportunities to
challenge
Islamophobia
and
homophobia

Students ot research Control Orders/TPIM’s and links to
islamophobic government policies. This will help to develop
students critical thinking skills. Students provided with
LGBTQ+  Article 8 scenarios.

Opportunities to
embed
academic text

Students to be provided with law journal articles on Human
Rights to deepen their understanding of the development of
Human Rights.

Cultural
Capital/Careers/
Cross Curricular
links / SMSC

Specific examples provided to assist students with UCAS
references (eg useful cases to mention if applying for LAW)

SMSC links through case debates on controversial case
decisions (eg influence of sexuality in dteremining what
defines “sado masochism” in law)

SMSC links through discussions on controversial case
decision especially with the rise of right to privacy claims by
celebrities and controversial laws such as control orders
/TPIM’s and how they adversely effect the Muslim
community.

Students end
point
(inc.
assessment
focus Aut 2 &
Sum 2)

Completed paper 1 topics and revision for DEC mock

FULL PAPER 1

Students will be mid-way through the Human Rights topic

Year: 13 SPR - PAPER 2 SPR PAPER 3



Students’
starting point

Students have studied Paper 1 so understand the concepts
and nature of Criminal Law. This paper is based on Civil
Law so parallels can be drawn to shown both similarities
and differences between the two

Students must have a good grasp of Article 5. Article 6 and
Article 8

Big concepts to
learn

GENERAL CONCEPTS OF TORT:
● tortious liability
● tortious action
● claimant / defendant  / parties
● Duty Of Care
● Breach
● Causation
● Fault
● Defences
● the protected interests in Tort
● issues raised by the so-called ‘compensation

culture’
● the basic differences between tort and contract, and

tort and crime

ARTICLE 10
● Understanding the key terms and provisions granted

under the Article
● Understanding the restrictions and limitations within

the Article
● Evaluation of Article 10

ARTICLE 11
● Understanding the key terms and provisions granted

under the Article
● Understanding the restrictions and limitations within

the Article
● Evaluation of Article 11

HUMAN RIGHTS & ENGLISH LAW
● Understanding police powers in relation to HRA ‘98
● Understanding how the torts of defamation and

trespassing restrict Article rights
● Understanding the law on harassment and how the

law restricts Article 10 rights

Enforcement of Human Rights
● The role of domestic courts
● The role of judicial review
● The role of the European Court of Human Rights

Evaluation of Human Rights
● Critical evaluation of Article 5, 6, 8, 10 , 11
● Ideas for reform of Human Rights



Hierarchy and
sequence of
constellation
knowledge
(what will be
taught and
when)
Include
progress tasks

Liability in Negligence
● PROGRESS TASK: EXAM SCENARIO

Vicarious Liability (direct links to Negligence as an
extension of the law relating to employers’ duty)

● PROGRESS TASK: EXAM SCENARIO
● PROGRESS TASK: EVALUATION ESSAY

Occupiers’ Liability (1957 & 1984 Acts) - links to
Negligence as an extension of the law to occupiers

● PROGRESS TASK: EXAM SCENARIO
● PROGRESS TASK: EVALUATION ESSAY

Private Nuisance - similarities with OL and direct links
where “Nuisance” is property damage

● PROGRESS TASK: EXAM SCENARIO

Rylands V Fletcher - leads from Nuisance & OL as an
extension of these 2 aspects of law

● PROGRESS TASK: EXAM SCENARIO

Defences
● PROGRESS TASK: EXAM SCENARIO

Remedies
● PROGRESS TASK: EXAM SCENARIO

Article 10 - Students will be able to identify the rights to
liberty and security, how this is defined and protected under
the Article. Students will be clear on the legal restrictions
allowed under the Article and be able to evaluate the
effectiveness of the Article.

Progress task - Article 10 scenario

Article 11 - Students will be able to identify the rights to
liberty and security, how this is defined and protected under
the Article. Students will be clear on the legal restrictions
allowed under the Article and be able to evaluate the
effectiveness of the Article.

Progress task - Article 11 evaluation

Adaptations for
SEND

Writing frames and structures for answers broken down
into AO1 & AO2 or AO1 & AO3.

Key case gap fill exercises for all AO1 tasks
“Class answers” written jointly and structure clearly
highlighted

“Flipped Law” resource - video explanations of the law &
supplementary worksheets

Writing frames and structures for answers broken down into
AO1 & AO2  & AO3.

“Flipped Law” resource - video explanations of the law &
supplementary worksheets

“Class answers” planned and written jointly and structure
clearly highlighted



AB, MPB, MH - check students’ work and provide 1 to 1
explanations as necessary

Opportunities to
embed
Anti-racism

Representation in “real” and up to date news articles,
particularly on negligence

Consideration of civil liability for injuries caused during
peaceful protests in exam scenarios

Case of UBER driver Yaseen Aslam (Vicarious Liability)
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2021/feb/22/uber-ac
cused-of-trying-to-deter-drivers-from-seeking-compensation

Discussions held around the disparity in criminal convictions
and investigations for BLM protestors of different ethnicities.

Opportunities to
embed
Anti-sexism

Consideration of the role of the responsible employer and
protecting womens’ rights (vicarious liability)

Scenarios adjusted to ensure female representation is
present especially where the case law available has a heavy
male presence.

Cultural
Capital/Careers/
Cross Curricular
links / SMSC

Concept of “fault” and culpability - students consider moral
views on who is to “blame” and how “justice” can be
achieved in Civil law.

UCAS support for students writing personal statements top
study Law degrees and support for students applying for
legal apprenticeships

Students look at the effects of the enforcement of Human
Rights law on wider society. Students get to identify ways to
better Human Rights law in order for it to have a positive
impact on society as a whole.

Year: 13 SUM - PAPER 2 SUM PAPER 3

Students’
starting point

●

Big concepts to
learn

●

https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2021/feb/22/uber-accused-of-trying-to-deter-drivers-from-seeking-compensation
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2021/feb/22/uber-accused-of-trying-to-deter-drivers-from-seeking-compensation


Hierarchy and
sequence of
constellation
knowledge
(what will be
taught and
when)
Include
progress tasks

Adaptations for
SEND

Opportunities to
embed
Anti-racism

Opportunities to
embed
Anti-sexism

Cultural
Capital/Careers/
Cross Curricular
links / SMSC


